Reconstruction of Záhradná ulica (Garden street), Pezinok town
I. IDENTIFICATION
Investor (key institution): Pezinok town
Contact person: Petmas spol. s r.o., Šenkvická 12, 902 01, Pezinok
Year of implementation: october 2011
Implementation venue
Country: Slovakia
Region: Bratislava
Town: Pezinok
Size of area: 143 m2
Impact: municipal
Total costs: EUR
Source per every institution
EU fonds: 160 201,23 EUR
regional: 315 558,22 EUR
II. TYPOLOGY

1. Improved condition & quality of the public space between the blocks of flats.
Záhradná ulica reconstruction in Pezinok town is based on a need to find a solution and deal with unacceptable
technical state of roads, sidewalks, driveways, ramps and parking lots to increase the traffic safety and traffic fluency,
increase safety of pedestrians, to improve organisation all over the area and increase the static traffic capacity.
2. Improved support for the development of small business operators in the area of blocks of flats.
The reconstruction includes exchange of lights, railings and bins, it includes revitalisation of green areas, cutting down
ill trees, planting young ones and removal of scrubland vegetation. It also brings some restrictions during the
reconstruction which will affect traffic fluency and parking, and will bring third party to the area to guarantee the safety
but only temporarily till work is finished. Realisation of this reconstruction is important for local community because it
will make traffic safer, better organised, with improved parking areas and rest areas.
3. Improved attractiveness of the architecture of the socialist buildings.
The reconstruction includes exchange of lights, railings and bins, it includes revitalisation of green areas, cutting down
ill trees, planting young ones and removal of scrubland vegetation. It also brings some restrictions during the
reconstruction which will affect traffic fluency and parking, and will bring third party to the area to guarantee the safety

but only temporarily till work is finished. Realisation of this reconstruction is important for local community because it
will make traffic safer, better organised, with improved parking areas and rest areas.
4. Improved involvement of the local community in events organized in its quarter.
Realisation of this project will strenghten territorial integrity of the town and road reconstruction will improve the
accessability of all areas around to motorists, cyclists, pedestrians, and all others.
5. Identified new functions for structures from the era of socialism in 1945 - 1989).
Realisation of this reconstruction will improve local people life quality from two aspects: 1) Improvement of traffic in
the area in general, including new lights, sidewalks railings, driveways, parking lots and bins 2) Improvement of green
areas and environment by planting new trees and shrubs, and by creating new rest zones with benches

III. SUPPLEMENT

Reconstruction of Záhradná ulica (Garden St.) in Pezinok town is based on the need to solve an unsatisfactory technical
condition of pavements. sidewalks, driveways, ramps, parking lots and other hard surfaces and the need to increase the safety
and traffic fluency, to improve the organisation and to increase the capacity of static traffic.
Web site: www.rozvojgemera.sk
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